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“It’s okay to be sad, honey. I feel sad too.”

Talking to kids about our scary world
Susan Ginsberg wrote this article for Work & Family Life three
years ago. Now, after another mass shooting that killed 17 high
school students and teachers in Florida, we give you Susan’s
wise and compassionate voice on this subject.

H

orrendous events have become a new normal in our
lives. Mass shootings, terrorist attacks and natural disasters are upsetting for children as well as adults. And
in our 24/7 news world, it’s impossible to shield our kids
from these distressing happenings.
All of us are trying to wrap our heads around the world
in which we’re living. Scary incidents come so fast, one after
the other. Let’s look at some of the things we have learned
about children’s responses to shocking events and how we
can help them.
Provide reassurance. Whether kids are four or fourteen,

after a violent incident,” Harold Koplewicz, MD, President of the Child Mind Institute, suggests. “Answer
their questions, convey facts, set the emotional tone.”
Find out what kids already know before you give
them new information. “Listen to them,” says Dr.
Koplewiez. “Encourage them to express their feelings.
This will help them build healthy coping skills that will
serve them well in the future.”
Trust your instincts. You know your child and what

she or he can handle better than anyone else. Some
children may not want to talk about what happened
and may not ask you any questions directly. But kids
often will show you how they feel through their play or
conversations on seemingly unrelated topics.

Be present. When a disaster strikes, you need to be the
they need to know that although terrible things happen, you
stable, caring person your child knows. Offer honest,
are doing everything you can to keep them safe. Stay calm as
simple information. Accept your child’s feelings and,
you talk through a distressing new event. Children pick up
most of all, be present. “The best thing you can do as
their cues from us, so if we show anxiety and fear, they will,
Continued on page 2...
too. “Talk to kids about what happened as soon as possible

Talking to kids...

u Don’t

be shocked if your child
seems blasé or indifferent. “Kids
react to disturbing events in different ways,” Dr. Koplewicz says.
“Some might want to spend extra
time with friends and relatives.
Some might want to spend more
time alone. Let your child know
it’s okay to express things in different ways. A person may feel sad
but not cry.”

Continued from page 1…

a parent is be available,” says Dr.
Koplewicz. “Just spending time
with your kids and reassuring them
can make a huge difference.”
Here’s a guide to keeping your
talk appropriate developmentally.
Preschool children
u Even

young kids can tell when
adults are sad and scared. On
some level, they are aware that
something major happened. Answer their questions, but don’t
provide details they didn’t ask for.
Limit their access to the news, especially on television. Preschoolers do not understand repetitive
images. When they see something
aired repeatedly such as students
fleeing a school, they assume it’s
happening over and over again.
u Take

care of yourself. Talk to
friends, relatives and colleagues
about your own feelings—when
you’re not with your children.
This will help you collect your
thoughts, so you don’t burden
kids with your fears and concerns.
Early grades
u Give

kids more free-play
time. It’s how they process life.
“Don’t judge a child’s play or try
to change it,” Heather Shumaker
writes in her book It’s OK to Go
Up the Slide. “You might discover
new fears by watching or asking
questions. Let the play unfold.”
u Don’t

ignore kids who seem to
be just fine. They may be, but appearances can be deceiving. Look
out for the child who seems to be

u Be

available for questions. “At
this age,” says Caroline Knorr,
“many kids see the morality of
events in stark black-and-white
terms and are in the process of
developing their beliefs. You may
“Dad, I feel better now that you told me what happened.”
want to take this opportunity to
smiling all of the time but is not u Kids who see violence in movies discuss the basics of bias, prejudice
and video games may not under- and civil and religious strife.”
showing a range of emotion.
u Follow Mr. Rogers’ advice to stand the significance of an event
Adult help is important
focus on the helpers. Comfort in which real people were killed.
Let
kids
know
it’s
real.
Sadness
and
kids in the face of a disaster. Point
Heather Shumaker reminds us that
out the roles of first responders concern are appropriate reactions. kids do gain a feeling of peace and
and courageous volunteers. Talk Model that. Don’t let kids be un- safety from having their fears adabout what they did. This will caring. Let them witness some of dressed. “When a disaster strikes,
help to build hope and optimism, your caring, sadness and anger.
adults are confused and conflicted,
qualities kids need to be resilient. u If your child is having trouble too,” she says. “It’s hard to explain
concentrating, allow more time events that defy explanation, so
Elementary school
for homework and getting ready don’t worry if you don’t know all
u Kids this age are comforted by for school. To get a better sense of the answers. That’s not what your
facts. “Knowledge can be empow- what’s going on in her or his mind, child needs most from you.
ering. It helps relieve anxiety,” listen—and ask about what the
“Focus on facts and feeling. By
says Dr. Koplewicz. Answer ques- other kids are saying at school.
allowing difficult questions to be
tions and provide information at a
aired and space for angry, sad and
level your child can understand— Middle school
scared feelings, you are giving your
without unnecessary details.
u Don’t assume you know how child the best comfort.” u
A good rule to follow is: If a older kids feel. Ask what they’ve
child is old enough to ask, he or heard and what they think. “Many —Editor’s Note: The shooting at
she is old enough to get an honest middle school children can handle Stoneman Douglas High School
answer. And whatever kids ask, a discussion of threatening events,” in Parkland, Florida happened ten
days before Susan Ginsberg died.
you can assume they have two says Caroline Knorr, writing for
She was thrilled by the students’
unspoken questions as well: Am I Common Sense Media. “But if a response—their courage, poise and
going to be okay? Are you going to child tends to be sensitive, keep remarkable ability to articulate the
be here to take care of me?
him or her away from TV news.”
goals of the movement they started.

Responding to bad and sad things that happen

I

n her book It’s OK to Go Up the Slide, Heather Shumaker addresses
the distinction between being safe versus feeling safe: “You can’t
offer complete safety from random events, so don’t give false assurances. The trick is to balance direct honesty with a feeling of safety.”

School shootings. Even toddlers know that school is a place for kids.

Children feel safe when they feel listened to, when they’re given real
answers and when they can express their feelings. Shumaker
suggests these responses to kids’ concerns about current events.

Natural disasters. Explain which natural disasters tend to occur in

Refugees. Focus on the children. Emphasize empathy and safety.
You might say, for example, “The children live in a country where
there’s a war going on. Their families ran away to a new country
because they want to stay safe.”

2

That makes school shootings particularly frightening. Learn about drills
and access procedures at your child’s school. Tell your child, “It’s okay
to go to school. I would not let you go if I thought it was dangerous.”
your region and which ones don’t. Talk about living safely where you
live. Explain emergency signals. Have a family plan and practice your
drill. When something does happen, near or far away, it can become
an opportunity to learn about our planet. The more we engage kids in
a sense of respect for nature, the more they can understand that life is
marvelous. A sense of awe and optimism helps develop resiliency. u
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Interchange

What’s ahead for Work & Family Life
By Anne Perryman

W

hen we lost Susan Ginsberg
on February 24, after a truly
heroic battle with cancer, I
was shaken. The newsletter we had
worked on together for 32 years
was a labor of love for both of us,
but she was clearly the guiding
spirit. I couldn’t imagine doing it
without her.
Then I started going through
Susan’s papers at the office—and
she was a life-long paper-person.
She saved myriad press clippings,
took detailed notes at meetings,
wrote comments about people she
met at conferences on the backs of
their business cards (“sat together
at the keynote, talked about her

wellness initiative”) and was a voracious reader who stuck countless Post-It notes on the pages of
the books we adapted for Work &
Family Life. On her desk I found
story ideas, notes to herself and
books she planned to read.
I realized that Susan is still
with me. She will no longer be sitting across from me in the space
we shared, but she is in my head
and in my heart. And the newsletter she founded will fulfill all of its
subscriptions in its final year, as I
know she would want me to do.
Over the years, I have learned
so much from Susan and from
our work researching and writing
this newsletter. She had a forever-

young quality that I admire. She
was fascinated by young people
and how they will affect the workplace and change our world.
Susan was beautiful, elegant
and utterly unpretentious. She
was the very same person with the
woman who cleaned our office as
she was with her glamorous friends
and professional colleagues.
I agree with the Beatles—we
do get by with a little help from
our friends. I am very grateful to
Susan’s daughters Sally and Anne,
and to Ellen Galinsky and Susan
Newman for their help through
these final issues. And to our subscribers, I will try to complete this
journey strong—for Susan. u

Ellen Galinsky, MS,
Executive Editor of Work
& Family Life, is President
of the Families and Work
Institute, a researcher on
national and international
studies, and author of more
than 40 books and reports
including “Mind in the
Making“ (HarperCollins).

Susan Ginsberg EdD, was the
founding Editor & Publisher
of Work & Family Life, an
Associate Dean at Bank
Street College, and author
of “Family Wisdom: The
2000 Most Important Things
Ever Said about Parenting,
Children and Family Life”
(Columbia University Press).

This is your column. We invite
you to send questions about
work and family life or tell us how
you solved a problem that you
think a lot of people face. Write:
Anne Perryman, Editor, Work &
Family Life, 140 West End Avenue, 11G, NY, NY 10023. Email:
workfam@aol.com.

research review

Work-life…it was once a field that had no name
By Ellen Galinsky

M

y induction by fire to worklife was through listening.
In the mid 1970s, I was researching and writing a book on exemplary child care and later a book
on The Six Stages of Parenthood.
During those years, I talked with
hundreds of parents, and many of
them seemed to tell a version of the
same story.
“I feel like I am THE ONLY ONE
who can’t get everything done at
work and at home.”
“When I am at work, I worry about
my kids and when I am with my
kids, I worry about work. In my
mind, I’m never where I actually
am—I feel SO ALONE.”
“I CAN’T IMAGINE anyone else
facing the morning rush hour that
I do—trying to get my kids dressed
and to school so I can go to work.
And when I finally get to work, I’m
exhausted.”
I also had young children and
a job, so I knew—I really knew—
that they were not the only ones.
I couldn’t get everything done, I

never felt as if I
was where I was
supposed to be
and I had my
own rush hours
in the mornings and arsenic
hours in the
evenings.
In 1975, we
were a minority: only 47 percent of mothers
with children under 18 and 39
percent of mothers with children
under six were employed.
And we didn’t talk much. It
was a problem with no name. A
field with no name.
I remember looking up the
studies on work and family life at
the time, and I could do so in several days. I knew that fathers were
right in there with us—but they
didn’t talk about it much either.
By 1983, things began to shift.
That year, 50.5 percent of mothers with children under six were
employed. That year, a group
of us founded what became the
Work-Life Leadership Council of
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the Conference Board. I finished
my first study of work-family life
at Merck. And that year, Susan
Ginsberg and I got together at
Bank Street College, where we
both worked.
If you knew Susan then or
now, you knew that she was a social entrepreneur. Where others
saw problems, she saw solutions.
When others said, “It will never
work,” she said, “Why not?” And
she followed through. “No” was
not a word in her vocabulary.
Susan reached out to major
corporations: American Express,
Citigroup, Chase, Exxon and
others and offered work-family

seminars. And pretty soon, she
and I were shuttling to those
companies, lugging posters and
handouts, at lunchtime to listen,
to learn and to share our research
and strategies that work.
The people who didn’t talk
began to talk. The problem that
had no name was named and—
with countless other incredible,
daring leaders—an academic field
was created. Workplaces, large
and small, began to respond to the
changing demographics and needs
of their employees.
In 1986, after being told repeatedly that beginning a newsletter was an undoable dream, Susan
joined forces with Anne Perryman
of Bank Street and me, and the
Work & Family Life newsletter
was launched. For 32 years, Susan
and Anne have created issue after
issue, helping literally thousands
of people.
Susan, we salute you for your
vision, for your endless energy and
persistence, and for your ability to
turn a problem into an elegant
solution that has done so much
good in the world. u
3

ELDER ISSUES

‘You have to find allies. No one can do this work alone.’

W

e could fill an entire issue
with your loving tributes
to Susan Ginsberg. Here
are just a few.

We shared love, laughter, political passion and civil rights fervor
with Susan, our best friend since
we were students at Barnard. This
newsletter reflected her seeking
and sharing of knowledge, her encouragement of personal and professional growth, her values, sensitivity, warmth and humor. And
every issue has reflected her drive
for equity and inclusiveness.
She was an indomitable leader,
sought-after collaborator, teacher, trainer, writer, born athlete,
easy-going hostess—and life-long
genius at making and keeping
friends. We will always miss her.
—Marge and Peter Rogatz

Susan was the first successful
working mother I saw up close
when I began working. She was
dedicated, lovely and gracious.
—Fran Sussner Rodgers

Susan with daughters Sally Tannen, director of the 92Y Parenting
Center in New York, and Anne Geoghegan, a Boston therapist.

I knew Susan through my work
at the Boston College Center for
Work & Family. I will miss our
conversations, her joyful presence
at meetings and her positive spirit.
We have lost an amazing friend.
—Brad Harrington
Loving, charming, brilliant, enthusiastic. Susan leaves holes in Susan was a wonderfully gramany hearts, but they will be filled cious colleague, friend and menwith warm, enduring memories. tor. Classy beyond compare.
— Anne Mitchell
—Susan Newman
Susan was my role model, friend,
confidante and life coach. We enjoyed art museums, dinners and
lots of laughs. I strive to be like
her. She gave life everything she
had, every day she lived.
—Kathy Kane
Susan inspired me to always push
forward.
—Lynette Chappell-Williams
What a loss! I met Susan in 1982
at Bank Street. We shared experience around the very first family
and work studies, together with
Ellen Galinsky. Susan was a real
pioneer, smart, great to be with.
—Gisela Erler
Susan

was one of those great

connectors.

The last time we met, we had
lunch and Susan took me shopping
because I wanted to look as stylish
as she did. I wish she knew how
much I’d love to do that again.
—Mary Ellen Zung

Susan was the first truly elegant
woman I’ve known. I was her office assistant at Bank Street, as
she pushed me through graduate
school. Her office was filled with
piles of papers and books but, if
you asked for something, she knew
exactly where to find it.
She hated new technology and
I think she regretted ever getting
rid of her typewriter.
We were friends for almost 40
years. We shared many a glass of
white wine “with ice, please.” I
loved her and she left an indelible
imprint on my life.
—Frank Buffone

At two critical transition periods in my career, she
provided a link to my next steps.
She continued to evolve, keeping
herself a relevant change-maker. She was my adopted Godmother
and I loved her dearly.
Bravo for a life well lived!
— Madelaine Centeno
—Nancy Montgomery
4

I always looked forward to dinner with Susan. In cold weather
we ate at a diner on Madison and
84th and shared chicken, broccoli
and baked potato. In warm weather, we ate at a diner on Madison
and 79th, where we could sit
outside and share a cheeseburger,
BLT and fries.
Susan would begin, “Tell me
what you’ve been up to.” She listened carefully and gave me sage
advice. Our conversations covered
politics, books, fashion, art, education, my work, her work, the
newsletter, museum exhibits, family updates and more. After dinner
we strolled up Madison Avenue,
the neighborhood where Susan
had grown up. She wove into our
conversations her rich perspective
of history, time and change.
—Fretta Reitzes
Susan was a force: bright, determined, witty, elegant. I met her in
the 90s when I assumed leadership
of the work/life initiative at the
U.S. Department of Justice. Her
bright light shines on!
—Kathy Kadilak
I am so grateful to have had Susan
in my life. She was an inspirational
role model...a vibrant, strong, authentic, independent woman who
could distill just about everything
to its essence!
—Kathy Tama

I called my grandmother Susie,
and while I miss her already, I’m
full of gratitude to be among the
many, many people whose lives
she impacted deeply. Some people
have asked me if there’s anything
they can do. Perhaps naively, I’ve
taken their words seriously, and
I’ve thought about it.
Here’s one thing we can all do
to honor her memory: commit to
working for a more just world.
Starting with her work in the
early days of Head Start and continuing with her career focus on
working families and her political
activism, Susie dedicated her life
to positive change. It’s customary
to give money to organizations in
someone’s memory. An even more
powerful tribute would be a commitment to doing the work.
For me and, I think, for Susie,
this means showing up for more
than the causes that affect you
directly. Yes, your kids should be
able to go to school without fear of
gun violence. But everyone’s children should be able to walk, drive
or bike city streets and encounter
law enforcement without fear.
It means understanding that
everyone has a lane, but knowing yours is different from making
excuses. It means taking risks for
what you know is right. And, perhaps most importantly, it means
remembering what Susie reminded me when I sought her advice
during our last visit.
She shook her head at me as I
complained about an organization
I felt was missing the mark on its
racial justice work. “You have to
find like-minded allies,” she said.
“No one can do this work alone.”
Rest in power, beloved Susie.
May the people you reached carry
your legacy on and on and on.
—Elizabeth Tannen
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parenting

How to get a young child to stop whining
By Nancy Samalin

W

hen kids start whining,
the normal response is to
do whatever you can to
get them to stop.
Whining is like chalk scratching on a blackboard. It can get a
rise out of the most even-tempered
parent. But ordering a young child
to “stop whining” is about as effective as ordering an infant to stop
crying.
Whining typically progresses in
stages and it can become habitual,
a rut. In order to climb out of it,
you need to understand how you
got there in the first place.
What it can mean

“How many times have I told
you…?” “Hurry up, we’re late…
”—it can sound an awful lot like
we’re whining, too.
To avoid this, try using brief
phrases, delivered in a neutral
tone, to make your points, such as:
“It’s time to get up. Your cereal is
ready.” Single-word prompts can
work well, too: “Teeth.” ”Shoes.”
“Jacket.”
Try role playing
Carol, a mom in one of my workshops, taught her five-year-old son
Harry to identify the difference
between whining and asking—to
help him gain more control over

Your goal is to teach, not to make
fun of your child. But be aware
that when kids are truly over-tired
or hungry, they are not likely to appreciate humor.
Don’t give in
Experienced whiners have learned
how to wear their parents down.
If it gets to a point when your response to an unrelenting plea is,
“Oh, I’ll just give him what he
wants,” you’re letting your child
know that whining works.
One thing parents can do is to
firmly state: “This no is not going
to turn into a yes.” And, granted,
this is often easier said than done.

Whining usually means one of
three things:
r Children are trying to commur They are trying to manipulate

you, or
r They whine so often they’re no

longer aware of it.

Set a good example
Sometimes we don’t realize how
we sound. We need to listen to
ourselves. When we say the same
things over and over again—

If children have become regular
whiners, try to figure out what
sets them off. Does it only happen
with you or with others as well? Is
there something particular your
child whines about?
By paying careful attention to
the circumstances, you can interpret the reasons for your child’s
distress and create alternative ways
of handling different situations.
For example, if a three-yearold whines while you’re getting
her dressed, change your method.
Some kids this age need more time
and freedom to dress themselves.
If your four-year-old gets
whiny in the early evening,
maybe he needs some quiet
time or a snack.
Genuine needs

nicate with you,

A lot depends on a child’s age. For
toddlers, whining usually isn’t deliberate. It’s more like an advanced
form of crying. And the reason it’s
so frustrating for parents is that,
although we expect infants to cry,
we assume that once kids have
learned words, they will use them.
But most two- and three-yearolds don’t have a very well-developed sense of language. So when
tiredness and/or frustration overwhelm them, all they may be able
to manage is a display of distress,
which can come out as a whine.
As kids get older, if they learn
that whining achieves results, they
will use it to get attention, to get
something they want and to test
their power over you—or sometimes all three.

Pay attention to the triggers

“Say that again—in your regular voice, not a whiny voice.”

the way he expressed himself.
When he started to whine, Carol
would say: “I only answer when
you speak in your regular Harry
voice, not in a whiny voice. Can
you ask me in a way that makes
me want to listen?”
The approach worked. Harry
learned how to ask for what he
wanted without whining. When
he occasionally slipped, Carol
would calmly remind him, “Try it
again in your regular voice.”
Another way to get your point
across is to change roles. You pretend to be your child, and your
child pretends to be you. Of
course, if you try role playing,
make it playful and never sarcastic.
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If your child continues to
whine, you could say, “If you are
in a whiny mood, that’s okay, but
I don’t want to hear it. Go to your
room. You can whine there until
you are ready to stop.”
Of course, the “go to your
room” approach will not help you
in stores, at a mall and in other
public places, where a lot of whining seems to happen.
Tell your child what your plan
is. For instance, before you enter
a store: “We’re going to pick up a
roasted chicken for dinner tonight
and laundry detergent.” Another
day, you might say, “We’re going
to the mall and you can pick out a
book or a toy today.”

When kids escalate from a
normal voice to a whine,
they may feel ignored and
frustrated. When children
feel uncomfortable, tired
or they want something
they can’t have, they often
become emotional.
Whining children may
simply need a hug or a
comforting word. If a child
whines because you said
no, at home or in a public place, respond. Don’t ignore
the child—or change your mind.
Just acknowledge what she or he
is feeling at that moment: sadness,
anger or disappointment.
You might say, “I know how
much you want to stay up late, but
bedtime is 8 o’clock.” Or, “Sometimes it’s so hard to wait, isn’t it?”
While it’s only natural to become
annoyed, sometimes the best way
to respond to whining is with love
and understanding. u
—Parenting educator Nancy
Samalin is the author of several
books including “Loving Your
Child Is Not Enough: Positive
Discipline That Works.” Visit her
website at www.samalin.com.
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on the job

The phenomenal power of the pause
By Stacey Hanke and
Mary Steinberg

n Speak in shorter sentences.

People can get lost in a really long
sentence. Shorter sentences are
easier to say and to understand.

M

uch of the speaking that
we do at the workplace
has a singular purpose,
and that is to influence
others. We want people to hear
and appreciate our ideas and to
support us in one way or another.
For our spoken words to be
most effective, there’s something
very basic that we can all learn to
do better—and that is how and
when to pause.
At our communication workshops, getting people to pause—
to just stop talking—is where we
get the most resistance initially.
But by the end of a session, participants often tell us that learning to pause was the biggest “aha”
moment they experienced.
Why we don’t pause

When to pause
n Continually—when you speak

to people face-to-face, at meetings
or at group presentations.
n After you ask a question.
n When you want to emphasize
a point.

“I learned one thing from non-stop talkers—don’t do that.”
n People will misinterpret my
pause. They’ll think I’m unsure

n Pausing helped me control my
pace. I felt like my message was

of my subject.
Actually, the reverse is more
likely the case. For people to see
us as knowledgeable, we need to
give them time to think.

getting through.
n I was able to breathe. I felt

more relaxed.
Your audience benefits, too, when
you pause. Here’s how:

People speak at different speeds,
and this is not about learning to
speak more slowly. It’s about how
much more effective you can be
when you master the pause.
We’ve heard lots of reasons
why speakers don’t pause when
they should or could. Here’s what
they have told us:

n I’ll lose my train of thought.

n I don’t have all day. I have a

This is a common fear that
comes from all the reasons we
just identified. Look at it this
way: When someone rattles on
without pausing, it can sound
like mind-numbing white noise
that can put you to sleep. And
that’s the silence we should be
more afraid of.

How to do it

Benefits are immediate

a comma, pause. When you come
to a period, pause longer. When
you come to a question mark,
pause even longer. The more you
do it, the easier it becomes.

limited amount of time in which
to make my points.
Yes, we live in a fast-paced
world and we’re all in a hurry. But
we’re talking about a few seconds
here and there. Well-placed pauses will give the person or group
you’re addressing a chance to digest your message. Otherwise, it
can feel like a verbal onslaught.
n I’ll be interrupted.

Interrupting can be a personal
tic for some. But the main reason
people interrupt is that they have
stopped listening to what you are
saying. They’re waiting for that
moment when you take a breath,
and will use it as an opportunity
to interrupt.
6

I’ll look like a deer caught in
headlights.
No, you won’t. Most of us
speak at an average of about 125
words a minute, but we think
much faster. Your mind will
work for you when you pause.
n Silence feels a little scary.

When the participants in our
workshops first start to practice
pausing, their resistance fades
quickly because they feel the
benefits right away. Here’s what
they have said:
n I used the pauses to gather
my thoughts. Pausing actually

helped me stay on track.

n People more quickly grasp your
meaning. Pauses give an audience

a chance to relate their own experiences to what you’re saying.
n Pausing instills confidence. It

tells your audience that you know
your stuff.

n Just

stop

talking.

Breathe.
Eliminate meaningless words and
phrases such as “you know” that
you may be using unconsciously as
“filler” to avoid “dead air” space.
n Think of pausing as “verbal
punctuation.” When you come to

n When you need to gather your
thoughts.
n When you move your eyes
from one person to another.
n When you’re using visual aids

such as PowerPoint or other digital media.
The power of the pause can be,
in a word, phenomenal. We like
to quote Publilius Syrus, a Latin
writer of maxims who lived during the first century BCE: “I have
never regretted my silence, I have
regretted my speech.”
Practice makes perfect
n Try pausing today. It works

with all of your conversations, not
just the business-related ones.
n Make a list of your “filler”
words. Keep reminding yourself

not to use them.
n Audiotape yourself. It’s a good

learning experience. And review
before sending any important
message you leave on a phone.
n Monitor your progress. Tell

n Pause for as long as you need.

your colleagues and friends what
you’re trying to achieve. Ask for
their feedback—and pay attention
to the way very effective speakers
use pauses. u

One second, two, three or longer.
You’ll know what works because,
like your audience, now you have
some time to think about what you
are saying.

—Adapted from the authors’
book “Yes. You Can: Everything
You Need from A to Z to
Influence Others to Take
Action.”
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Yes, you can
catch the same
cold twice

F

or many people,
infection with a cold
virus can indeed provide
effective immunity against
subsequent exposure to
that particular virus.
It depends a lot on the
strength of the exposure
and the strength of your
immune response, says
Richard Klasco, MD, a
contributor to the “Ask
Well” column in The New
York Times.
In landmark studies, he
says, people who had
a less robust antibody
response were not
protected. They came
down with the same cold
virus after being reinfected.
Dr. Klasco also explains
that there are hundreds
of viral subtypes, and
immunity to one does
not extend to others. For
example, the rhinovirus is
the most common cause
of colds—and it has more
than 100 subtypes, each
of which varies slightly in
its genetic makeup.
Our best protection for the
common cold remains:

A HEALTHY YOU

The mood-boosting benefits of exercise

R

egular exercise does more
than benefit us physically.
It provides emotional and
psychological perks as well.
Studies have found that, during
exercise, several chemicals are released into the brain—offering a
broad range of mood- and mindboosting effects.
“If you’ve ever gone for a run
after a stressful day,
chances are you felt
better afterward,”
says Michael Otto,
PhD,
professor
of psychology at
Boston University.
“The link between
exercise and mood
is pretty strong.
Usually within five
minutes after moderate exercise you
get a mood-enhancement effect.”
Psychologist Gary Small, PhD,
director of the UCLA Longevity
Center, says he was surprised by
the number of positive emotional
effects to be gained from regular
exercise. Writing for PsychologyToday.com, he cited improved
self-esteem, enhanced mood, better memory and mental functioning and decreased stress.

In a Duke University study
of depression, psychologist James
Blumenthal, PhD found that an
exercise regimen for his patients
turned out to be roughly comparable to taking an antidepressant.
Most of the studies by psychologists so far have focused on
the benefits of aerobic exercise,
although some have found that

weight training may be effective
as well.
Researchers also want to know
why—despite all the benefits of
physical activity—it’s still so hard
to go for that morning jog.
Indeed, of all the unanswered
questions, that is one of the most
perplexing. If exercise makes us
feel so good, why is it so hard to
do it?

According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention,
25 percent of the U.S. population
reported zero leisure-time physical activity.
Dr. Otto’s theory is that
many of us start an exercise regimen that’s too hard to maintain
and that does not produce the
desired fitness results fast enough.
So we get discouraged and
give up.
He recommends starting more slowly—and says
don’t think about immediate physical results. Tune
in, instead, to the mood
boost you get—because
that offers near-instant
gratification.
For example, after dinner, take a walk with a family member or friend—and
talk while you walk. It’s relaxing,
lifts your spirits and puts you in a
better mood.
“Walking is one of the safest
and easiest ways to get an aerobic
workout,” says Dr. Small. “And
getting short amounts of cardio
workouts throughout the week is
more effective than being a weekend warrior who only exercises on
Saturday and Sunday.” u

u Frequent handwashing

with soap, both inside and
outside the home.
u Avoiding close contact

with someone who has
a cold.
u Regularly cleaning

counters and frequently
touched spots such as
telephones, the fridge,
door handles, faucets and
bathroom sinks.
u Throwing out tissues

that may have secretions
on them.
u Doing what we can to

keep ourselves healthy
and strong: eating well,
exercising and getting
enough sleep. u

To help young kids sleep better, dim the lights

C

hildren’s eyes are slightly different from adults’
eyes anatomically. They let in more light—and
when kids are exposed to bright light before
bedtime it can throw their body clocks out of
whack, according to a new study published in
Physiological Reports.
“We know from studies done in adults, adolescents
and school children that the body clock is sensitive
to light exposure,” says Lameese Akacem, PhD of
the University of Colorado, lead author of the study.
“Particularly in the evening, light tends to suppress
the sleep-promoting hormone melatonin.”
But this was the first study of preschoolers, who
are even more sensitive to light. The researchers
simulated what goes on at home when kids go
to bed. Many toddlers and preschoolers do lots
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of “curtain calls,” popping back up again with new
requests. They’re in and out of the bedroom, and
may be blasted with light. Even for a short period of
time, this has an effect, the study suggests.
“One important takeaway is that parents should
avoid having children exposed to very bright light
before bedtime,” Dr. Akacem says. “Parents may
also try for a little of that cavelike atmosphere at
home.”
Turn off bright overhead lights, use your dimmer
switches and try to find an alternative to bright lights
in the bathroom. “Dimming the light allows melatonin to rise in its natural pattern,” Dr. Akacem says.
She recommends any night light be placed low near
the floor—not shining directly in a child’s eyes. u

7

We recommend

Renegade rules for raising confident, creative kids

I

n her books on parenting,
Heather Shumaker tends to
rock the boat. She challenges
our thinking and takes on
much of the conventional wisdom about raising children.
In her book It’s OK to Go Up
the Slide, Shumaker offers tender
but practical parenting advice on
how to control our own fears—
even in the face of frightening
events in the news (see Front Page
feature). And this makes her truly
a writer for our times.
Focusing on the elementary
school years, Shumaker asks parents to reevaluate how they spend
their precious family time. She

talks about how to help kids develop important life skills in an
age-appropriate way. She has
good advice for communicating
with teachers.
Shumaker suggests that what
we think we know
about what’s best
for young kids—at
home, at school,
about safety, about
academics—is not
supported by solid
research.
Most important,
she says, we have to
model certain skills
for technology use,

confronting conflict or coping
emotionally with a setback.
Her guiding principle is: “If
something’s bothering you, it’s
time to make a change.”
She applies this to the many
hot-button issues that
parents deal with today such as responding
to scary stories and disasters in the news.
Start talking about
these issues when
children are young.
“Don’t try to protect
kids from unpleasant
things in the world,”
she writes. “Help them

understand the full range of feelings and emotions.”
Shumaker also talks about
sharing—in a historical context.
“Kids have a deep sense of fairness,” she writes, “and they readily understand injustice.”
In Shumaker’s discussion of
risk and independence, she says
that “limiting risk can actually be
more dangerous than welcoming
healthy risk.”
It’s OK to Go Up the Slide:
Renegade Rules for Raising Confident and Creative Kids (Tarcher/
Penguin) is available in paperback, Kindle, Audiobook and
Audio CD editions. u
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